Abstract: Our increasing dependence on information technologies and autonomous systems has escalated international concern for information-and cyber-security in the face of politically, socially and religiously motivated cyber-attacks. Information warfare tactics that interfere with the flow of information can challenge the survival of individuals and groups. It is increasingly important that both humans and machines can make decisions that ensure the trustworthiness of information, communication and autonomous systems. Subsequently, an important research direction is concerned with modelling decision-making processes. One approach to this involves modelling decision-making scenarios as games using game theory. This paper presents a survey of information warfare literature, with the purpose of identifying games that model different types of information warfare operations. Our contribution is a systematic identification and classification of information warfare games, as a basis for modelling decision-making by humans and machines in such scenarios. We also present a taxonomy of games that map to information warfare and cyber crime problems as a precursor to future research on decision-making in such scenarios. We identify and discuss open research questions including the role of behavioural game theory in modelling human decision making and the role of machine decision-making in information warfare scenarios.
Introduction
Game-theory is a mathematical language for describing strategic interactions and their likely outcomes [1] . The application of game-theoretic approaches to information-and cyber-security problems has been of recent interest to capture the nature of information warfare between an attacker (or group of attackers) and a defender [2] [3] [4] . Game theoretic techniques are utilised to perform tactical analysis of the options available in response to a cyber-threat. Various games have been developed to illustrate the different requirements for effective strategies in information warfare [2, 3] . These games are analysed to establish their equilibrium points and suggest beneficial strategies for players. However, it is increasingly recognised that it is necessary to model players in greater detail, including their intent, objectives and strategies [5] and their motives [6] . This paper presents a taxonomy of games that map to information warfare and cyber crime problems, as a precursor to future research on decision-making in such scenarios.
Information warfare is not a new concept [7] . People and organisations (and even animals) have long been gathering information about their environment and transmitting information to others. However, manifestations of information warfare are changing as information and communication technologies (ICT) play a steadily greater role in our lives. Our increasing dependence on these technologies has escalated international concern for information-and cyber-security [8, 9] .
A number of review papers have been written to cover game-theoretic approaches to different categories of information warfare. Table 1 presents a summary of some notable surveys. The columns represent the related areas of information warfare that are included in the current review. The rows highlight the categories of information warfare that each of the ten selected reviews touch upon. As can be seen, most review papers only cover one or two related topics of information warfare. This shows a need for a comprehensive review of game-theoretic approaches across a range of information warfare related topics. This survey aims at addressing this gap and provides a comprehensive coverage of different areas of information warfare where game-theoretic approaches have been proposed. We break these into a number of key sub-categories in Section 2.4, which also cross into the areas of cyber warfare and cyber crime, which have not been a focus in existing surveys. We extend and revise existing taxonomies of information warfare to inform a systematic review of the game theory literature in Section 4. 
Survey Methodology
In this paper, the identification of existing literature related to game theory and information warfare topics was based on a keyword search. We began our search by entering relevant keywords to common search engines such as Google Scholar. Initially, we entered two main keywords which are most relevant to this study: "game theory" and "information warfare". To specifically find studies that fall under a particular information warfare category, we entered "game theory" as an input to the search engine and the name of a particular information warfare category. For example "game theory" and "economic warfare", "game theory" and "psychological warfare", and so on. To further expand our search, we took other relevant keywords from the definition of each information warfare category. These include the types of operation and actors involved in the game. For example, we considered "game theory", "espionage", and "nation" as combined keywords when we searched about intelligent-based warfare and considered "game theory", "radio jamming", and "government" when we searched studies that fall under electronic warfare. Other subtopics such as "cyber-warfare", "cyber-crimes", "cyber-bullying", and other related cyber-events were also taken into account as relevant keywords.
In this study, we relied predominantly on sources published in well-established, academic databases such as IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital library, Elsevier, and Springer [18] . As information warfare covers diverse domains including the military, economic, politics, engineering and computer science, we also identified the literature from journals in a range of disciplines.
To ensure that only relevant and high quality publications were considered, we evaluated the source that we found according to several aspects. These aspects are the reputation of the authors (including their affiliations and the organization they work for), the citation frequencies, the academic database in which the paper/book is published, as well as the date of publication. In addition, we also consider publications which come from military documents/reports that we think are relevant to improving our understanding of these topics.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 of this paper presents a survey of information warfare literature as a foundation for identifying and discussing such games. Section 3 provides a brief overview of game theory and discusses relevant concepts. Section 4 identifies games that model different types of information warfare operations. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of research findings, challenges, and future work in the application of game theory to analysis of information warfare scenarios.
Information Warfare
One of the earliest uses of the term "information warfare" in the context of computer networks was by Thomas Rona in 1976 [19] . More recently, information warfare has been defined by the United States Air Force as "any action to deny, exploit, corrupt or destroy the enemy's information and its functions; protecting ourselves against those actions and exploiting our own military information functions" [20] . Other authors [21, 22] agree that information can be both the target of information warfare attacks and the weapon utilised to perform such attacks.
Kuehl [23] provides another military-oriented definition of information warfare as: "Information operations conducted during time of crisis or conflict to achieve or promote specific objectives over a specific adversary or adversaries". Information operations are defined as "Actions taken to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one's own information and information systems". More recent military-oriented definitions include information warfare as "the process of protecting one's own sources of battlefield information and, at the same time, seeking to deny, degrade, corrupt, or destroy the enemy's sources of battlefield information" [24] . This implies information warfare is a series of offensive and defensive operations. Offensive operations attack information and information systems, while defensive operations defend these targets. This perspective is consistent with the definition given by Denning [21] who views information warfare as a game played between defenders and attackers involved in a direct competition.
While the work above suggests a strong link between information warfare and the military, other sources [9, 21, [25] [26] [27] argue that the context of information warfare can be freed from association with its military underpinnings. The focus of information warfare is primarily on the use of information to make decisions, and on how an adversary influences, denies or disrupts the information that is required in the decision-making process [26] . These processes can occur in non-military contexts including criminal activities and impingement of individual rights.
Technology development has increased significantly compared to when most definitions of information warfare were made. Advances in technology, such as integrated computers, smart mobile phones, smart vehicles, and internet-based industry/home devices, have occurred rapidly in the recent decades. Such technologies have increased risk of becoming targets for information warfare and cyber-attacks. This emphasizes the need to extend the field of information warfare to encompass diverse fields, including in the domains of cyber warfare, cyber-crime, cyber bullying and espionage [26] . This paper thus considers information warfare in these diverse fields.
While information warfare has been studied widely in the past few decades, there is lack of an agreed definition in the literature [28] . The remainder of this section thus considers extended definitions for "information" (Section 2.1), a brief discussion on how related terms in information warfare have been defined (Section 2.2), the goals of information warfare (Section 2.3), types of information warfare operations (Section 2.4) and the recognised domains and actors in information warfare (Section 2.5). This provides a basis for identifying and classifying information warfare games in Section 4 which is the primary contribution of this paper.
Information
There are a range of definitions of "information" concerned with its nature, storage and communication [7] . They reveal that information is data, intelligence or news about facts, subjects, people and events. Information can be stored or communicated by either people or machines. With this in mind, the next section discusses various terms in the cyber-security domain that relate to information warfare.
Information Warfare Related Terms
The term "information warfare" is often used interchangeably with other terms in the cyber security domain. We consider a number of these terms here and their relationship to information warfare: cyber-space, cyber-attack, cyber-warfare, and cyber-crime.
As with the term "information", various definitions of cyberspace have been offered by the research community [29] . One comprehensive definition of cyberspace was offered by Kuehl [29] . He argued that cyberspace includes more than just computer and digital information aspects. Kuehl concluded that cyberspace includes four important aspects: an operational space, a natural domain, information based and interconnected networks [28, 29] . To reflect these aspects, Kuehl [29] defines cyberspace as:
"A global domain within the information environment whose distinctive and unique character is framed by the use of electronics and the electromagnetic spectrum to create, store, modify, exchange and exploit information via interdependent and interconnected networks using information communication technologies."
The difference between information-and cyber-based assets has also been discussed, including a discussion comparing information security and cyber security [30] . Unlike information security, cyber security has also been linked to non-information based assets such as human factors. An example is the case where cyber-bullying occurs. It is argued that being bullied in cyberspace does not constitute a loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability of information. Rather, the victim of such attacks might be the user him/herself.
Taking the definition of cyberspace [29] into account, Robinson et al. [28] offered a definition of cyber-attack, as: "An act in cyber space that could reasonably be expected to cause harm." Harm in the above definition was viewed in a broad context such as from the perspectives of economic, psychological and physical aspects.
To reach a general definition that can describe any related cyber situation, two major components were considered by Robinson et al. [28] : (1) the actor, which is the one launching cyber-attacks; and (2) the intent of their attack. An actor can be a state, an individual, a group of terrorists, and so on. The intent, on the other hand, relates to the purpose of the attack performed by the actor. This component plays a key role in the definition. Some examples of common intents [28] include achieving military objectives (warfare), gaining personal benefit through illegal means (crime), causing psychological distress to another individual (bullying), and influencing a nation's policies through violence and fear (terrorism [31, 32] ). By considering the two components, the definition extends to any cyber situation. For instance, if the actor is a nation and the intention of launching a cyber-attack is to reach a military objective, than such a situation is considered as cyber warfare. On the other hand, if the actor is an individual who launches a cyber-attack to cause shame, guilt, and depression to other individual, such a situation is likely to be considered as cyber-bullying.
Using the above definition, cyber warfare was defined as: "The use of cyber attacks with a warfare-like intent" [28] . This paper adopts the definition of Robinson et al. [28] , as it proposes a methodical approach that can distinguish any cyber events. However, we argue that the intent of cyber-crime may possibly go beyond what was described by Robinson et al. Rather, we adopt a broader view of cyber crime similar to Tekes [33] , who defines cyber-crime as: "any illegal cyber activity or unlawful computer network action." By using the above definition, we consider that cyber-crime consists of various activities in the cyberspace that can potentially cause harm and are against the law. Cyber-crime can, therefore, be seen as a broad domain which includes any cyber situations that are unlawful, such as cyber warfare, cyber-bullying, cyber-espionage, and so on. We acknowledge the use of different terms of information warfare and cyber-crimes.
In this paper, we adopt the perspective that information warfare and cyber-crime are two categories that overlap with each other as shown in Figure 1 . Such categories are considered in this paper as a basis to search for and classify game theory literature. In Section 4.2 we present games that fall in both of these categories, but use information warfare as a general term. The next section thus considers the goals of information warfare. This view is adopted in this paper.
Information Warfare Goals
Early work by [9] defines the goals of information warfare attacks as theft, modification or destruction of information, or the destruction of information infrastructure. These primary goals may satisfy secondary goals such as the acquisition of money, power or generation of fear. Offensive and defensive information warfare operations have six goals as follows [21] :
1. To increase the availability of information to an attacker (offensive); 2. To decrease the availability of information to a defender(offensive); 3. To decrease the integrity of information (offensive); 4. To protect information from an attacker (defensive); 5. To protect the availability of information to a defender (defensive); 6. To protect the integrity of information (defensive).
These goals are relevant across various definition of information and cyber-warfare as well as cyber-crime. Several researchers have devised broad lists of strategies for achieving the six goals listed above, including labels such as denial, corruption, deception, degradation and subversion (see [7] for a review). However, this paper focuses on the specific types of information warfare operations, rather than generic strategies. The specific type descriptions give us more detail to work with in identifying corresponding information warfare games in Section 4.
Types of Information Warfare Operations
There are numerous definitions for types of information warfare operations, including categorisations that group them according to properties such as whether they are offensive or defensive [34] , the environment they occur in [25] , or the actors in the operation [9] . This section examines some of these definitions of information warfare operations, and groups them using a selection of common headings. Examples of offensive and defensive information warfare operations are also discussed. These examples provide insight into the core elements of information warfare, and give us a starting point for developing a taxonomy of information warfare games in Section 4 and Figure 2 .
Schwartau [9] defines information warfare in a civilian context, describing various attacks against information systems and telecommunications networks. He focuses particularly on offensive information warfare operations. Schwartau [9] specifies three different types of information warfare attack based on the type of target that is attacked: personal, corporate and global information warfare. Schwartau's definitions focus primarily on offensive actions, but he recognises that these actions may occur in both civilian and military domains. Other authors specify more types of information warfare attacks, but focus on a particular attach domain such as the military [20, 23] . Fogleman and Widnall [20] detail six types of offensive information warfare attacks for the military. A broader taxonomy [25] divides the information warfare actions by the environment in which they occur. It lists seven types of operations that can be categorised as information warfare. All describe "conflicts that involve the protection, manipulation, degradation and denial of information". However, some attacks may overlap multiple categories. More recent work by Ventre [34] includes a selection of the categories introduced by other researchers, involving both offensive and defensive operations. The following subsections follow Ventre's taxonomy to some extent, with some additions and name changes to reflect other taxonomies and more recent developments in the information warfare literature.
Offensive Operations
Offensive information warfare operations attempt to control the information environment by paralysing, deteriorating, interrupting, destroying or attempting to deceive information and information systems [34] . The following types of offensive information warfare have been discussed in the literature.
Command and Control Warfare
Command and control warfare [25] attacks an opponent's command and communications infrastructure. It aims to degrade the opponent's responses to further military action. The destruction of command facilities disrupts military decision-making. Likewise, the destruction of communications infrastructure disrupts the flow of information between decision-makers and the troops implementing those decisions. Command and control warfare has also been categorised simply as 'physical destruction' [20] or 'physical attacks' [34] . These more general terms once again remind us that information warfare has relevance beyond the military context.
Military Deception
Military deception falsely represents the attacker's capabilities or intentions to the enemy [20] . More specifically, deception is a series of measures that manipulate, deteriorate or falsify evidence to trigger a reaction that is detrimental to the enemy's interests [34] . Deception may involve the employment of physical or electronic means to camouflage one's own force posture [24] . Examples of physical deception include the deployment of dummy aircraft on the tarmac of an air base, or broadcasting radio situation reports from "phantom" (dummy) units [24] .
Psychological Warfare
Fogleman and Widnall [20] define psychological warfare as using information to affect the enemy's reasoning and thereby their behaviour. Brumley [7] and Ventre [34] define psychological warfare in a similar way as the use of information against the human mind. Classical psychological warfare techniques include air dropping propaganda leaflets and using airborne loudspeakers that broadcast demands for surrender [24] . Libicki [25] divides psychological warfare into four sub-categories based upon its intended target: counter-will operations, cultural conflict, counter-forces attacks and counter-commander operations. Counter-will operations and cultural conflict are aimed at civilian populations. Counter-will operations counter the opponent's national will by transmitting a deceptive message to a population. For example, messages may suggest that present and future military attacks are likely to fail. Cultural conflict targets an opponent's culture. For example, it may attempt to replace their traditions and beliefs with those of the attacker.
Information
In contrast, counter-forces and counter-commander attacks target an opponent's military troops more specifically. Counter-forces attacks aim to convince troops that fighting is against their best interests. Counter-commander operations intend to confuse and disorientate an opponent's military commanders, detrimentally affecting their decision-making abilities.
Many aspects of psychological warfare have a long history, independent of the use of ICT. However, ICT can faciliate wider and faster application of psychological warfare techniques. Cyber-bullying is a recent example of the changing nature of psychological cyber-attacks.
Electronic Warfare
Early definitions of electronic warfare describe it as attempts to degrade the physical basis of an opponent's communications [25, 35] and attempts to deny the enemy accurate information from the environment [20] . More recent work describe the goal of electronic warfare as controlling the electromagnetic spectrum [34] . Brumley [7] lists three main targets for such electronic warfare attacks: radar receivers, communication systems or communicated messages. Attack types include electronic attacks (jamming), physical assaults or decryption of sensitive messages [24] .
More recently, the focus of electronic warfare has altered to include attacks on services which support physical layer activities [26] . Whilst the military still maintains separate tactical communication systems, many commercial enterprises have opted for increased integration. One example is the use of the Internet for voice communications. Integrated network systems are considered more vulnerable to attack [26] . As integration can be applied across wide area, mobile and ad hoc networks, all such networks have potential vulnerabilities.
Economic Information Warfare
Economic information warfare attempts to control the flow of information between competing nations and societies. Economic information warfare shares some of the characteristics of electronic warfare operations, but has a focus on economic rather than military targets. It also share properties with Schwartau's [9] category of global information warfare, because of its focus on national level conflict. Sub-types of economic information warfare include information blockade and information imperialism. An information blockade attempts to prevent the real-time transfer of information by methods such as jamming and destruction of equipment. Information imperialism occurs when knowledge-intensive industries become geographically concentrated, because this can disadvantage those without access to the region. Silicon Valley is an example of information imperialism according to this definition [25] .
Information Attack and Hacker Warfare
Information attack is an action taken to manipulate or destroy enemy information without visibly changing the physical entity on which it resides [34] . Other similar terms include 'computer network attack' and 'hacker warfare'. This category is arguably the fastest growing in today's climate of smart devices.
Nichiporuk [24] defines information attack as involving the use of computer technology to electronically shut down, degrade, corrupt, or destroy an enemy's information systems. Viruses, logic bombs, and sniffers are three of the "information munitions" used in such attacks. Libicki [25] describes a similar concept of 'semantic attacks', in which computer systems are given seemingly valid information that causes them to produce undetectably incorrect output.
Libicki [25] also describes a concept of hacker warfare. Hacker warfare consists of attacks against civilian computer networks and systems. The non-military target in this case differentiates hacker warfare from command and control warfare. The aims of hacker warfare include the temporary or permanent shut-down of computer systems, the introduction of errors into data, the theft of information or services, and the injection of false message traffic. Attacks on internet and social networking sites are examples of the use of hacking as an information warfare operation to disrupt communications and promote political ideologies. While such operations may not directly impact military operations, their effects on the civilian population may reduce public or political support for military operations. Attacks that lead to economic losses can also undermine a national will or a nation's capability to wage war.
Hacker warfare also includes information warfare types proposed by Schwartau [9] , in particular personal and corporate information warfare. Personal information warfare targets individuals' personal details stored in electronic databases. Schwartau [9] refers particularly to data stored by third party companies and government agencies, which individuals cannot directly protect. However, with the increasing use of mobile devices and internet enabled home devices such as televisions and game consoles, there is an increased opportunity for personal information warfare attacks directly on individuals [26] . It is these kinds of attacks that have lead to the definition of new terms such as cyber-crime and cyber-bullying discussed previously.
In corporate information warfare, companies rather than individuals are targeted, typically by their competitors. Schwartau [9] describes industrial espionage, spreading disinformation, leaking confidential information and damaging a company's information systems as examples. Espionage occurs when competitive information gathering crosses the edge of legal and ethical boundaries [26] . Techniques include surveillance and social engineering, which are increasingly supported by novel technological advances. Cyber espionage can extend to terrorist groups as well as military and industrial actors [26] .
Hacker warfare may also occur in competitive non-military social environments, including politics or product marketing [7] . In these cases, deception and related forms of information warfare are used to promote a group, an idea, or a product to various people, typically among members of the general public.
An emerging trend in the area of information attack is hacktivism [26, 36] . This trend occurs when cyber activism crosses the boundary of legal practice. The focus of hacktivism has been multinational corporations. Hactivism targets, for example, practices in globalization and capitalism and can challenge international relations. Conway [37] suggests that there is a shrinking gap between hacktivism and cyber-terrorism.
Defensive Operations
Defensive information warfare operations are carried out to protect and defend friendly information and information systems [34] . The following types of defensive information warfare have been discussed in the literature.
Information Assurance
The concept of information assurance groups the measures that protect and defend information and information systems by ensuring their availability, integrity, capacity to be authenticated, confidentiality and their non repudiation [34] . Information assurance measures include restoration of information systems by incorporating protection, detection and methods of reaction.
Information-Based Warfare and Counter-Intelligence
Information-based warfare [25] involves collection and use of information when planning and implementing military actions. Techniques include reconnaissance to assess the effectiveness of previous military attacks, or to determine the priority of targets for future strikes. More recently, Williams [26] discusses information-based warfare in relation to intelligence and counter intelligence. Williams writes that it is becoming apparent that more state-based attacks on governments are occurring. She cites numerous major attacks on the US government and defence systems over in recent years, many of which are state-based or supported from China.
Operations Security and Security Measures
Information resources are protected from information warfare attacks by using defensive information warfare operations to achieve operational security [24] . Operations security is a methodology intended to keep an adversary from accessing critical information necessary to correctly evaluate the capabilities and intents of the target. Security programs and security measures are specific steps to conceal an attacker's military capabilities and intentions from the enemy [34] .
Future Information Warfare Operations
New kinds of information warfare actions can emerge rapidly. Libicki's [25] final category of 'cyberwarfare' collected a variety of futuristic attacks to emphasise this, some of which have since come to pass. Along with new categories of cyber-crime and cyber-bullying discussed already, an example of an emerging topic in information warfare is the concept of space war [26] . Uncontrolled or malicious satellites or uncontrolled satellite debris have the potential to create chaos in the space environment. Our dependency on satellite technology heightens the threat posed in this respect. Another aspect of space war more in the domain of information warfare is that of incepted and altered satellite signalling, and misuse of anti-satellite weapons technologies.
Information Warfare Domains and Their Actors
As we have seen, some definitions of information warfare suggest that it is primarily associated the domain of the military [20, 23] . However, others [9, 25, 26] suggest that the domain of information warfare is broader than this. In fact, with the ubiquity of computer networks, information warfare is applicable across a wide variety of domains, in particular domains that offers some competitive advantage to one actor over another [7] . This may include, but not be limited to military warfare, politics, industry or marketing to name a few. The actors in these domains include individuals, organisations and governments. We will use these three categories of actors to classify information warfare games in Section 4. First, however, we give an overview of game theory and its components to support this classification.
Game Theory
Denning [21] writes that information warfare requires at least two types of players. These players include an offensive player who attacks an information resource and a defensive player who protects the information resource. Such players may be associated with individuals, organisations or nations. Offensive players include insiders, hackers, criminals, corporations, governments or terrorists. The goal of offensive information warfare operations for the attacker is to increase the availability or integrity of information, while for the defender the goal is to decrease the availability or integrity of information. This has the effect of positive payoff to the attacker and negative payoff to the defender. From this viewpoint, information warfare can be modelled as a game that is played between offensive and defensive players who select strategies with different payoff. Representing information warfare in a game-theoretic manner suggests that information warfare operations can be analysed with game-theoretical methods [2, 3, 7] .
Game theory [1] is a mathematical language for describing multi-person decision-making scenarios. The scenario is described as a game. Decision-makers are called players and their moves are called actions. Players receive payoff based on their own move and the moves of other players.
A key advantage of this is the ability to examine a large numbers of possible threat scenarios that potentially occur in the cyber space [38, 39] . Another advantage of game theory is its ability to control future attacks by providing methods for suggesting probable actions with the predicted outcomes [3] . Computers can analyse combinations of parameters to consider large numbers of possible outcomes.
We also acknowledge that there are challenges associated with the application of game theoretic analysis. Hamilton et al. [38] , for example, identify seven challenges in applying game theory to the domain of information warfare, including a limited database of relevant games, and the fact that the real-world 'game' may change, meaning that the set of legal moves may change. Despite these challenges, game theory offers us a well defined framework in which to analyse decision-making.
The following sections provide further details defining different types of games, players, actions and payoff.
A Game
A game is an abstract description of the strategic interaction between players. In this paper, we consider a game to be an abstract representation of an information warfare operation. A game describes the interaction among rational, mutually aware players, where the decisions by some players affect the payoffs of others. A game is described by its players, the actions taken by the players, and the resulting payoffs from each outcome. In sequential games, the game determines the order of moves. A game includes a description of the payoff to each player as a consequence of the actions they both take. A number of different sub-categories of game are possible, and games may fall into more than one category, for example: 3.1.1. Static Games A static or simultaneous game is one in which all players make decisions without knowledge of the strategies that are being chosen by other players. This may occur because players make decisions simultaneously, or because they make decisions at different points in time, but do not get any information about previous decisions to aid their own.
Sequential Games
A sequential game is a game where the players make decisions in a certain predefined order, and one or more players can observe the moves of the players who preceded them.
Dynamic Games
When players interact by playing a game numerous times, the game is called a dynamic, repeated or iterative game. Unlike static/simultaneous games, players have at least some information about the actions chosen by others and thus may contingent their play on past moves. Evolutionary game theory [40] provides a dynamic framework for analysing repeated interaction.
Perfect Information Games
A perfect information game is a sequential game where each player is assumed to be aware of all the previous moves taken by all other players. In contrast, an imperfect information game is a game where at least one player is not aware of the past moves of at least one other player. According to this definition, all static games can be considered as games with imperfect information.
Complete Information Games
In a complete information game all factors of the game are common knowledge. Specifically, each player is aware of all other players, the timing of the game, and the set of strategies and payoffs for each player, but not necessarily the actions. This term is distinct from perfect information game, by the fact that it does not take into account the actions each player have already taken.
For comparison, incomplete information include one or more players who are unaware of the possible strategies and payoffs of one or more of the other players.
3.1.6. Bayesian Games A Bayesian game [41] is a game in which information about the strategies and payoff for other players is incomplete and a player assigns a 'type' or 'prior' to other players at the onset of the game. Bayesian analysis is used in predicting the outcome of the game.
Stochastic Games
A stochastic game [42] is a dynamic game with probabilistic transitions through some states. The game begins with a start state. The players receive payoff based on the action that they choose and the current state of the game. At each state of the game, the game transitions into a new state with a probability that is based on the actions that the players choose and the current state.
Cooperative Games
A cooperative game is a game where players are able to make enforceable contracts. Players do not actually have to cooperate, but any cooperation that does occur is enforceable by an outside party such as a judge, a police, etc. In non-cooperative games, on the other hand, contracts must be self-enforcing. A majority of existing game-theoretic research applied to network security falls under the heading of non-cooperative games [3] .
Zero-Sum Games
A game in which the interest/intention of each player is directly opposed is defined as a zero-sum game [43] . This definition implies that when a player win the other player has to loose. In other words, the payoff of one player is the negative of its opponent [44] . The game is referred to as "zero-sum" because when the total gains of a player are added and the total losses of its opponent are subtracted from those gains, the total sum will be zero. In contrast, in "a non-zero sum game" the aggregate of the total gains and losses between the players can be greater or less than zero.
A Player
A player is a decision-making entity in a game. Players choose which actions to take. In this paper, a player may be an individual, an organisation or a nation, depending on the information warfare operation represented by the game being played. Games may have different numbers of players. Two-player and n-player games are to common categories of games studied. In game theory, a player who is logically omniscient and wants to maximize his/her expected utility is referred to as a rational player [45] .
An Action
An action is a move in the given game. In this paper, we consider that actions may represent complex behavioural sequences required to address an information warfare operation. The action itself is simply a decision to execute that particular sequence of behaviours.
Payoff
Payoff values are rewards or punishments for taking a particular action.
Strategies
A strategy is a plan of play, outlining which actions a player should take during the game. Strategies can be 'pure' if they specify a unique action to take at all times, or they can be 'mixed' if they specify a probability distribution over all possible actions at any time. A common assumption is that players would like to choose actions such that they cannot achieve greater payoff by switching to another action. When both players do this, a Nash Equilibrium occurs [46] . This kind of analysis can give us insight into the long term outcomes of information warfare scenarios modelled as games. We now present a classification of such games.
Games for Representing Information Warfare Operations
In this section, we examine information warfare games according to the types of operation identified in Section 2.4. We first summarises our findings of information warfare operations and relevant games found in the literature in Section 4.1. We then present a taxonomy of information warfare games and provide a discussion of information warfare games in more detail in Section 4.2.
Common Information Warfare Operations and Relevant Games
We summarise our findings of common information warfare operations and relevant games found in the literature in Table 2 . The first column indicates whether an operation is offensive or defensive.
The third and fourth columns summarises the actors in the operations, either individuals (I), groups including terrorists (T), corporations/organisations (C), or nations/governments (G). These actors become players in the games in Section 4.2. The fifth column maps the information operation type to six goals of information warfare (labeled 1-6, see Section 2.3 for definitions).
A Taxonomy of Information Warfare Games
This section describes in detail a number of games according to the types of information warfare operations, and list others for reference. In this paper, we focus less on defensive information warfare as a majority of game theory literature assumes the competitive situation created during an attack. Table 3 summarizes several examples of command and control games found in the literature. An example of a command and control game is the terrorist game. The terrorist game involves two rational players, the terrorists (attacker(s)) and the government (defender). The interaction between the two players is modelled as a static game of complete information. In this scenario, the terrorists capture hostages and force the government to provide their requirements. If their requirements are not accepted by the government, they threaten to explode the hostages and to attack the command, control, communication and intelligence infrastructure. The government, on the other hand, asks the terrorists to surrender to be kept in jail. The players have two strategies. Using the first strategy, the player accepts the suggestion of the other player (i.e., terrorist surrender or the government provides the ransom). Using the second strategy, the player rejects the suggestion of the other player (i.e., the terrorists blow up the hostages or the government refuses to negotiate). Simulation results show that to solve such a conflicting situation, a bold strategy is needed. Such an action will force the enemy to believe that the opponent will not accept the threats. Another example of a command and control game is presented by Cruz et al. [47] . This paper considers a scenario where two conflicting forces (players), namely 'blue force' and 'red forces', were involved in a military combat. The mission of the blue force is to attack the red force by damaging their weapons and infrastructure. The decision making process is made through a hierarchy of command and control. This command and control hierarchy consists of commanders who need to take a decision at each stage of the game. A non-zero sum dynamic game is used to analyze the best strategies that can be played by the two forces in such a scenario.
Command and Control Games
The paper by Brynielsson [48] focuses on threat prediction in the command and control domain. This study considers the case where friendly and hostile forces, referred to as blue and red forces, involve in a military combat mission. Within this scenario, the Red force launches an attack by sending tanks and infantry from several directions to the Blue Force's base camp. The commander battalion needs to make a decision regarding this conflicting situation. The scenario possesses several uncertainties which make it suitable to be solved using game theoretic reasoning. One example of such uncertainties is when the Blue Force needs to consider several actions by taking into account whether the tanks of the Red Force have enough fuel. To deal with such an uncertainty, a Bayesian game technique is employed.
Military Deception Games
Hespanha et al. [49] investigate the use of deception by rational players in non-cooperative stochastic games with partial information. In the context of information warfare, this study falls under the category of military deception games. Specifically, this work considers problems that occur in the control of military operations. It is shown that deception can be used to increase player's payoff when one of the player can manipulate the information that is available to the opponents. In the case where the degree of possible manipulation is high, however, deception becomes useless against an intelligent opponent as it can potentially ignore the information that has been manipulated.
The role of deception in game theory and information warfare has also been considered by Greenberg [50] . This study considers the case where the opponent can use deception so that the decision maker might misperceive the likelihood that a particular state was selected. The deception value is represented in terms of the payoff matrix and the misperceived likelihoods. This work considers the case of Normandy invasion in 1994 as an example case study to test the proposed approach.
In general, Zhuang and Bier [51] define deception as disclosing a signal that is different from the hidden action. They consider the specific case of homeland security where deception is considered as displaying a different level of defensive investment to the enemy than what is actually implemented. A game-theoretic approach is used to determine whether and how resource allocation should be disclosed by the first mover. Simulation results show that deception can be employed as equilibrium strategies for the defender. Garg and Grosu [52] propose a game theory framework to model deception in honeynets. Honeypot in this study is defined as a host that is left unprotected to the attackers in order to test the vulnerabilities of a system. Honeynets, accordingly, is defined as a set of interconnected honeypots. An example of deception moves in this study includes the strategy to make the attacker believes that the system is a honeypot when actually it is a regular host. The equilibrium solutions of an extensive games of imperfect information are studied in this work. Simulations show that the solutions of such a game can be used to examine the strategies of the attacker and the honeynet system (defender). Other relevant literature exists which investigates deception in a game theoretic setting [55] [56] [57] . Table 4 lists game theoretic approaches that fall under military deception category.
Psychological Warfare Games
One example of studies that fall in this category is the work by Johns and Silverman [53] . In their study, a framework that integrates emotion and personality theory into agent decision-making is proposed. The study considers the scenario of a terrorist bombing mission. Simulation results reveal that agents which are embedded with emotion models take better decisions and show more realistic behavior during the game.
Another example of a psychological warfare game is presented by Sallhammar et al. [54] . In this work, the Nash Equilibrium of a stochastic game is employed as a mathematical tool for calculating the expected behavior of attackers. The results of their study show that when the probability of getting caught is known by the attacker, there is always a pure strategy that maximize the expected payoff received by the attacker. Table 5 summarizes the information warfare and game theory properties of the above studies.
Electronic Warfare Games
The study by Wang et al. [58] is one example of electronic warfare games with a sub-category of anti-radio. This study proposes a stochastic game framework for anti-jamming defense in cognitive radio networks. In particular, a game theory approach is used to model the interaction between the secondary users and the attackers. This study takes into account the spectrum environment which is time-varying and it also considers the case where the attacker uses an adaptive strategy. The secondary users, on the other hand, can adapt their strategy by observing the availability of the spectrum environment, the quality of the channel, as well as the actions taken by the attackers. The proposed framework in this study is able to model various defense mechanism in several layers of a cognitive radio network.
Another example of electronic warfare games under the anti-radar sub-category is presented by Bachmann et al. [59] . This study addresses the problem of jamming adaptive radar systems where the interaction between a radar and a jammer is investigated. The results of this study indicate that game theory analysis can be used to identify the condition where jamming attack can be effective in platform self-protection. It is also shown that such an analysis can be employed to identify the condition where the radar can effectively detect the attacker.
A game-theoretic approach to dealing with anti-radio jamming in sensor networks is proposed by Zhu and Jian [60] . A non-zero sum game is used to model the interaction between the sensor network and the attacker. The study proves that there is no dominant strategy for the attacker or the sensor network in this game.
Furthermore, the concept of game theory is employed by Holmgren et al. [61] to find the best strategies to protect an electric power system against antagonistic attack. A number of defense strategies to protect the system against attack scenarios are investigated in this study. One of the aims of this study is to investigate whether a dominating defense strategy exist in the considered scenario.
Law et al. [62] use a game theoretic approach to improve protection of power grids from potential threats, such as false data injection. In this study, a risk assessment process is used to measure the consequences of data injection attacks. The quantified risks are then employed as an input to a stochastic (Markov) game. The game provides a framework that can be used by the defender to select the best response strategies against the attackers.
Another work under the electronic warfare category includes the work by Cardenas et al. [63] . One of the problems considered in this work is electric theft detection. A game theory approach is employed in this work to study the interaction between the electric utility and the electricity theft. The objective of the electricity thief is to steal a predefined amount of electricity while minimizing the chance that he/she will be detected by the system. In contrast, the objective of the electricity utility is to maximize the probability of detecting an attack. A number of simulations are conducted to study the Nash Equilibrium of the game. Table 6 summarizes examples of electronic warfare games. 
Economic Information Warfare Games
Jormakka and Molsa [2] describe a game in which a group of attackers performs long-term information warfare that possibly results in economic losses and delay technical development. They call this the rebel game. In the rebel game, it is shown that excessive damages to a weaker party may cause rebellions. This may result in a large damage for both the dominating and weaker parties. It is therefore suggested that high costs for the weaker party should be avoided in this game. Otherwise, rebellions may emerge from the weaker party, and as a consequence, it leads to substantial costs to the dominating party.
Carin et al. [64] addresses the problem of determining the appropriate investment to protect critical infrastructure property from cyber-attack. To address this problem, they propose a new computational approach to quantitative risk assessment which they refer to as Quantitative Evaluation of Risk for Investment Efficient Strategies (Queries). In this approach, techniques from game theory was employed to construct and evaluate the attack/protect economic model. Liu et al. [5] modelled attacker intent, objectives and strategies (AIOS) using a general incentive-based method. Techniques from game theory are adopted to infer AIOS. It is shownthat the concept of incentives is able to unify a variety of attacker intents. A number of specific case studies are used to show the feasibility of using attack strategies in real-world attack-defense scenarios.
Vatsa et al. [65] propose a novel game theory approach to model the conflicting motives between an attacker and a detection system. In particular, they focus their study on credit card fraud problem and propose a novel fraud detection using concepts derived from game theory. The proposed approach works by predicting the future move of the fraudster and conducts learning at each step of the game. This approach is new in the domain of information warfare and has shown to improve existing rule-based system.
Brander and Spencer [66] focus their work on export subsidies and international market share rivalry. They conduct an analysis based on imperfect competition to investigate why export subsidies can be attractive policies from a domestic viewpoint. They emphasized that it is beneficial for a country to capture a large share of the production of profit-earning imperfectly competitive industries. The industry in this case is represented as a simple Nash Quantity duopoly.
Cavusoglu et al. [67] provide a model to evaluate Information Technology (IT) security investment using techniques drawn from game theory. In this study, the players of such IT security investment problem are the firm and the hackers. The payoff of the firm from security investment is based on the extent of hacking it is subjected to. On the other hand, the payoff of the hacker is determined based on the likelihood she or he will be detected. A Ggme theoretic approach is used to analysis the strategic interaction among these players.
Hua and Bapna [69] study the impact of cyber-terrorism on economy. They propose a game theoretical model to find the optimal information system security investment and investigate the economic looses caused by terrorism and common hackers. Results of their simulations indicate that organizations should increase investment to protect strategic information systems from cyber terrorists.
Other work [69] investigates the impact of cyber-threats on information systems investment using game theory approach.
Specifically, they propose a non-state non-cooperative static 2 × 2 general-sum game to capture the interaction between an insider and a target. Results of the simulation indicate that the magnitude of optimal investment needed to protect the infrastructure from insiders is higher compared to protecting the system from cyber-threats against external hackers.
Bensoussan et al. [70] study the economic aspects of botnet activity and suggest defensive strategies to deal with botnet herders. In their study, botnets are defined as a number of connected computers infected with malicious software that permit botnet herders to remotely control the infected systems without the knowledge of the owner. Botnet activities are often motivated by economic incentives, such as profit that the herders obtain from their illegal activity. To address this problem, Bensoussan et al. [70] develop a game theory approach that can be used to choose the optimal strategy to deal with botnet herders. In this study, the amount of computers that are infected evolves based on a modified susceptible-infectious-susceptible (SIS) epidemic model. Game theory allows the defender to analyse botnet business equilibrium given available defense strategies.
A summary of economic information warfare games can be found in Table 7 .
Information Attack and Hacker Warfare Games
Game theory research in this category has been most prolific. We thus consider three sub-categories for personal, corporate, and global hacker warfare games.
Personal Hacker Warfare Games
The paper of Liu et al. [71] provides an example of a study that falls into this category. This study proposes a game theory approach to study the interaction between an attacker and a defender in wireless ad hoc networks. The game theory is modeled in both static and dynamic scenarios and the Nash equilibrium strategies of the players is investigated. In particular, this study considers the case where the defender is uncertain about the attackers's type, i.e., whether it is malicious or regular. To address this issue, a Bayesian game formulation is used to provide a framework for the defender to choose a strategy based on his belief of the attacker's type. In the static game scenario, results of the simulations show that the defender always assume fixed prior probabilities of his/her opponent's types throughout the game. The dynamic game scenario, on the other hand, permits the defender to observe the attacker actions. This allows the defender to change his/her belief according to the game history.
The use of Stackelberg games to model attacker and defender interaction has been explored [72, 73] . The Stackelberg game is a two-player extensive game where a leader can select an action from a set of available options and the follower, informed with the leader selection, chooses his/her strategy accordingly. [73] uses such a game to model the interaction between the attackers and the defenders in a network intrusion game. They conduct a theoretical analysis of the game and derive expected behaviors of rational attackers.
The use of game theory to study the optimal strategies of the players in a network security scenario as also been considered [74] . In particular, this work studies the interaction between attackers and a network administrator and models the interaction as a non-cooperative non-zero-sum dynamic game with incomplete information. Compared to existing network security approaches, the proposed approach has shown to be more efficient and significantly reduces the damage of the network.
Another game theory approach to address problems in computer and communication networks has been proposed [75] . This study considers the case where the players have a lack of knowledge about the opponent's motivation. They also take into account the report of the sensor systems about imperfectness of the operations. Two possible scenarios are taken into account in this study. The first scenario considers the case where the player knows the error probabilities of the sensor system. In such a case, the proposed analysis can be used as a guideline for each player to achieve the Nash Equilibrium point. In contrast, the second scenario considers the case where the players have no knowledge of the error probabilities of the sensor system. In this case, the error probabilities in the observation on the convergence to the Nash Equilibrium point as well as the final outcome of the game are studied.
Sagduyu et al. [76] consider the problem of jamming attack in wireless network. In this study, jamming attack is modeled as a noncooperative game that is played by two types of players, transmitters and jammers. In this context, transmitters are associated with normal users who want to optimize their own performance. In contrast, jammers are associated with attackers who aims to degrade the performance of the transmitters. The focus of this work is primarily on the vulnerability of the system to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. The use of basic tools from game theory has shown to improve the understanding the impact of DoS attacks on the performance of the system in wireless networks.
A game theory framework for attack prediction has also been proposed by Liu and Lin [77] . The interaction between the computer system (defender) and the attacker(s) in this study is modeled as a multi-stage games. The aim of the computer system is to optimize its security from cyber-attacks. On the other hand, the attacker aims to maximize his/her attacks on the security. A novel approach is proposed to predict different types of attacks. More specifically, the study provides a model to predict attacks on IDS-protected systems and a model for credit card fraud detection.
Xiaolin et al. [78] propose a novel risk assessment model for the network information system based on Markov game theory. Two players are considered in this study: treat agent (attacker) who launch the attacks and the vulnerability agent who mitigates the risks by repairing the vulnerability of the system. The Markov game method is used in this study to estimate the belief of each cyber-attack pattern and suggest the best response to counter those attacks. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
A number of studies reviewed by Al Skaif et al. [79] fall under the category of personal hacker warfare [80, 81] . Based on evolutionary game theory, [80] propose an active defense model to protect wireless sensor nodes from attackers. This study considers the specific scenario where the attackers try to plunder resource from other nodes to extend their lifetime. The proposed defense model allows the wireless sensor nodes to dynamically adjust their defensive strategies based on different strategies of the attackers. Simulation results show that the proposed model improves the performance of the wireless sensor networks and greatly saves energy consumption.
Liu et al. [81] consider the security issues that arise for centralized coordinator nodes in wireless sensor networks. In this study, the attackers are considered to be a kind of malicious nodes which aim to disrupt the performance of the coordinator nodes by strategic jamming attack. To address this problem, a coordinator selection scheme and a stochastic game model for dynamic defense are presented. Simulation results indicate that by selecting a new coordinator node that are not attacked by malicious entity, the lifetime and reliability of the wireless sensor networks can be improved. Zhang et al. [82] handle the problem of how a system of multiple nodes can be protected against stealthy attacks. The interaction between the attacker and the defender is modelled as a two player-non-zero-sum game where both players have limited resources. Specifically, an asymmetric feedback model is considered where the moves of the defender are fully observable while the moves of the attacker are stealthy. This study analyses the optimal strategies for both players and characterizes the Nash Equilibrium of the game. Table 8 shows a summary of personal hacker warfare games mentioned above.
Corporate Hacker Warfare Games
A vast increase in the use of the internet for business purposes has exposed corporate to face greater risks for cyber-attacks. To better understand the interaction between corporate and attackers, Garcia and Horowitz [83] propose a game theoretic approach which specifically considers economic motivations for investment in internet security. In particular, this study investigate a scenario in which firms/corporates plan for long-term security investment by considering the likelihood of cyber-attacks.
A game theoretic approach to modelling decision-making in information security investment has also been considered [84] . In this study, security investments were modelled in several types of games which cover common practical security situations. In each game, players are able to choose two independent decision parameters. The first parameter is the protection level which relates to the level of security a player selects for his/her resource. The second parameter, on the other hand, is the self-insurance level which reduces losses when successful attacks occur. The considered games were studied from a rational agent perspective and from a central player's view. The main results of the simulations indicated that the type of game that is chosen determines the difference between the impacts of central planning and the laissez-faire.
In their study, Lye and Wing [85] propose a game-theoretic method for analyzing the security of computer networks. The interaction between an attacker and the system administrator (defender) is viewed as a two-player stochastic game. This study offers an analysis of the best strategy the players can choose from a set of available options in the game. Explanation on how these strategies are realistic and how the administrator can employ the results to improve its network security are presented. Table 8 shows a list of corporate hacker warfare games.
Global Hacker Warfare Games Jormakka and Molsa [2] present a hacker warfare game they call the evildoer game. The evildoer game involves two players, an attacker and a victim, which are assumed to be rational. The aim of the attacker is to damage the victim networks and systems. These include harmful actions such as crashing the hosts, installing harmful software, causing loss of service, and so on. To successfully launch such attacks, the attacker needs to carry out a primary attack which can not be directly identified by the system. Each player in the evildoer game has two strategies. The fist strategy of the attacker is to attack the victim by launching many secondary attacks in parallel with the primary attack. This is done to overwhelm the victim so that the primary attack can not be detected. Such an attack may also interrupt the observe-orient-decide-act (OODA)-loop of the victim. The second strategy of the attacker is to only launch the primary attack. The victim has also two strategies to defend his/her networks from such attacks. The first strategy of the victim is to detect and to be alert on all suspicious network traffic. The second strategy of the victim is to detect and block only the most critical attack. Results of the simulations show that the dominative position of the attacker can be reduced by using mixed strategies.
Another game presented by Jormakka and Molsa [2] is the vandal game. This game consists of two types of players which are assumed to be rational. The first player is the vandal who tries to attack the communication network of the victim(s). This can be done, for example, by launching cyber-attacks such as jamming a wireless network or overloading the network of the victim. The second player is the legitimate users of the network. In this study, all users are assumed to be identical. All players in the vandal game have two strategies. The first strategy is to use the network. The second strategy, on the other hand, is to be idle. If the vandal chooses the first strategy, then it is expected that the legitimate users can not use the network as it is overloaded by the attack. Results of the simulations suggest that in the case where there is no cost for launching a Denial of Service (DoS) attack, the network should be overloaded by the attacker only part of the time. Such an action will potentially encourage the defender to continue its network service rather than stopping the network due to the attack. Table 8 shows a list of global hacker warfare games.
Intelligence-Based Warfare Games
Finally a number of information warfare games that fall in a category called intelligence-based warfare [86] [87] [88] . Solan and Yariv [86] focus on games where two players decide their strategies before the beginning of a play. They take into account the case where one of the players has the ability to spy on his opponent's decision. In real world problems, such a situation can be found when an army prepares the strategies to deal with different conflicting situations in the battlefield before the war begins or when the government needs to make a decision/policy before negotiations [86] .
Golen et al. [87] consider the scenario of military operations underwater. They focus on the design of a field of passive underwater sensors, to optimize the detection of an intruding adversary (e.g., an enemy submarine). Two rational players are involved in the game, a field designer (labeled as Colin) and the enemy submarine captain (labeled as Rose). The operational areas were divided into four quadrants, each with different acoustics. In this study, game theory is used to derive the probability that an enemy submarine will visit a particular quadrant. The payoff for Colin is computed by calculating the number of times he can expect to identify the enemy submarine. In contrast, the payoff for Rose is the number of times she can expect to be undetected by Colin.
Another example of game theoretic approach in intelligence-based warfare category can be found in the study by Chen et al. [88] . This study develops a data-fusion framework for asymmetric-threat detection and prediction in an urban-warfare scenario. An advanced knowledge infrastructure and stochastic game theory are used as a basic foundation to built the framework.
Some specific properties of the above games are summarized in Table 9 . 
Summary
In Section 4, we have reviewed existing game-theoretic approaches that model the decision making process in information warfare scenarios. We have also included a number of game-theoretic approaches in cyber-security scenarios which are relevant to this context. A diagrammatic version of our framework to classify information warfare games is given in Figure 2 .
Research Findings, Challenges, and Opportunities
This paper has presented a survey of information warfare literature as a foundation for identifying and discussing games that can model them. Section 4 identified and classified games that model different types of information warfare operations, according to commonly identified types of information warfare. We conclude in this section with a discussion of research findings, challenges and opportunities in the application of game theory to analysis of information warfare scenarios. Specifically, we highlight the gaps in applying game-theoretic modelling to different categories of information warfare presented in Section 2; and refer to some recent advances in behavioural game theory that can be drawn upon to enrich modelling of information warfare scenarios.
Coverage of Information Warfare Categories
It is clear from the classification in Section 4 that the majority of information warfare games in the current literature falls within the hacker warfare category. This category, as mentioned earlier, consists of attacks on civilian computer networks and systems. The vast development of technology allows people to easily access and share information through these systems. As a consequence, people become more vulnerable to cyber-attacks. We identified, perhaps unsurprisingly, that majority of extant game-theoretic approaches under the information warfare category focus on these issues alone.
Subsequently, there are a number of information warfare related categories where there are either no games or only limited research has been reported.
In the three subcategories of hacker warfare, most of the games we identified fall under the category of personal hacker warfare. Compared to this category, a smaller number of studies have been found within the corporate hacker and global hacker warfare categories. One possible reason for this imbalance could be a fuzzy classification of related warfare categories. Such studies generally involve more than one manifestation of information warfare, and thus, they can be classified into various categories. For example, we found that a number of studies in corporate warfare category can also be classified under economic warfare category as they involve economic objective. It is also identified that studies that fall under global warfare may also involve aspects of command and control warfare, intelligent based warfare and/or electronic warfare. Even though many scenarios in information warfare domain involve a combination of multiple information warfare manifestations, current game theory approaches concentrate mainly on a single manifestation of information warfare. One potential research direction is thus to provide a game theory approach that can possibly be implemented for scenarios with multiple information warfare manifestations.
We also found that in some game theory literature, the actors/players of the game, e.g., whether they refer to individuals, corporate, government, and/or nation are often not clearly specified. Some of the literature in game theory related to information warfare considers players as general attacker(s) and defender(s). In the context of information warfare, however, it is critical to identify the types of entity that carried out the attacks (enemy) and the victim of the attack. This is because different actors may have different intents, behaviors, goals and priorities. Clearly specifying the types of actors and their intent in a game will be useful to correctly map the game into an appropriate information warfare category. This can ease the decision makers to find a game that matches the considered information warfare/cyber-crime scenario.
Furthermore, by specifying the types of actors of the game, there are several critical aspects that can be considered. These include whether the player may have access to critical information resource, whether they have the potential to deceive information, the amount of damage they may potentially cause, and several other characteristics. Such aspects may also affect the belief of the player(s) to choose a certain strategy in the game.
In contrast to hacker warfare category, we found that there is only a few studies conducted in other information warfare categories, particularly in the domain of psychological warfare. Psychological warfare relates to the use of information warfare against the human mind. While a number of computational models drawing upon psychological literature have recently been proposed, their applications to game theory and information warfare domain have not been widely explored. An interesting future research direction in this category includes the use of higher fidelity game players/entities (such as in the areas of motivation and risk preference modelling) to model the actors in information warfare scenarios in a more realistic manner.
We also identified that there remains a paucity of research within the category of command and control warfare. We identified that only a few studies have considered the use of game theory to address the case where the opponent directly attacks the command and control infrastructure. There thus remains a great potential to further develop game theoretic approach for such a scenario.
As discussed in the previous sections, a player in a command and control warfare scenario attacks the command and communications infrastructure of its opponent to avoid further military action. This requires the knowledge of how the opponent communicates. In such a scenario, an enemy can launch a single attack/multiple attacks either simultaneously or sequentially. For future work, such a scenario can be modelled in the form of a non-cooperative static game (when the players act simultaneously) or in a non-cooperative dynamic multi-stage game or sequential game (when it is assumed that the players alternate moves). Another aspect to consider is that the impact after an attack has been launched can be massive (e.g., an attack that completely destroy the flow of information between the decision-makers and the troops). This may results in a change of objective from the opponent perspective after an attack has been launched. One possible alternative to deal with this problem is to take into account a new evaluation function at some stages of the game [38] .
Recent advances in network technology allow information to be shared widely across the network which increases the risks for cyber-attacks not only to the targeted entity but also to other interacting entities in the system. In this context the use of shared decision making to model the cooperation/negotiation between multiple defenders against common enemies is another interesting area open for exploration. Interdependent security (IDS) games [89] are one example of games that model interdependencies between decision makers when dealing with security related investments.
Alternative Models in Game Theory
The work discussed in Section 4 predominantly uses the traditional game theory assumption that players are rational. However, a number of studies have shown that decision makers in many real situations do not adhere to these assumptions [90] . This has led to an increasing recognition that it is necessary to model players in greater detail, considering their behavioural characteristics including intent, objectives, strategies [5] and motives [6] . A few different branches have emerged in game theory literature that specifically focus on bounding the rationality assumption. One such approach that has recently gained popularity is known as behavioural game theory [91] . Recent research under behavioural game theory has developed game-theoretic frameworks that take into account the subjective rationality of individuals as a result of their intrinsic motivations, modelled as innate preferences for certain kinds of incentives (payoffs) [6] . This research has shown that individuals with different motives can misperceive the payoff matrix of a game, resulting in different play strategies and different equilibriums. Motivational psychologists suggest that motives are influential at both individual and national levels [92] . There are thus multiple levels at which the effects of motivation may influence decision making. Examining the influence of motivation on decision making in information warfare scenarios modelled using a game theoretic framework thus remains an open challenge. This may include examining the game theoretic impact of motivation on decision-making in information warfare scenarios in terms of changed game equilibriums, exploring the impact of changing cost functions on decision making by individuals or groups with different intrinsic motives and developing rules that explain differences in decision-making as a result of motivation, to suggest how individuals with different motives will respond to changing cost functions over time.
Another popular approach that allows relaxing the pure rationality assumption is the evolutionary games [40, 93] . Evolutionary games are based on population dynamics and provide a convenient framework to study competitive interactions in a dynamic setting. Different versions of evolutionary games exist including spatial games [94] that allow studying the dynamics on graphs.
With an exception of a few different approaches [95, 96] , the use of evolutionary games is rather a less explored area in the context of information warfare that deserves better attention.
Similar to rationality principle, game-theoretic approaches generally assume players as risk neutral. The risk neutrality assumption is different from the rationality assumption. The latter implies that that agents always choose the action that maximizes their expected payoffs while the former implies that the relationship between utility of agents' preferences over the choice is linear. Similar to rationality principle the observed human behaviour does not conform to risk neutrality assumption. Agent models that incorporate risk preferences in their decisions [97] are thus another important direction that can bring in higher fidelity to game-theoretic modelling of information warfare.
Trusted Autonomous Systems
Finally, as we enter an age where information systems are becoming more proactive and autonomous, there is an increasing need to design systems that can be 'trusted' [98] . If human users are to embrace proactive, autonomous information systems or robots, there is a requirement for them to first trust those systems. Trust in this context encompasses a spectrum of concepts including reliability, privacy, safety and security. For self-aware autonomous systems to participate in trusting human-machine relationships, they must be able to model their own security and the perception of their security held by others. Modelling security interactions as games as we propose in this paper is one approach to this issue.
